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Why should soft documents? As this The Mark Of Noba (The Sterling Wayfairer Series Book 1) By G.L.
Tomas, lots of people additionally will certainly should purchase guide faster. But, often it's so far means to
obtain guide The Mark Of Noba (The Sterling Wayfairer Series Book 1) By G.L. Tomas, also in various
other nation or city. So, to alleviate you in discovering guides The Mark Of Noba (The Sterling Wayfairer
Series Book 1) By G.L. Tomas that will sustain you, we help you by supplying the listings. It's not just the
listing. We will certainly offer the recommended book The Mark Of Noba (The Sterling Wayfairer Series
Book 1) By G.L. Tomas link that can be downloaded and install directly. So, it will certainly not require
even more times or perhaps days to pose it and also other publications.

Review
2016 New Apple Summer Ebook Award Medalist Winner for Young Adult Sci-fi/Horror(Highest honor in
the category)
 
"From the very first page, I was hooked and couldn't stop reading." ~NYT and USA Today Bestselling
author Ellie Ann
 
"The world is refreshing, as is the conflict setup. There's more ahead for Sterling and Tetra, and I can't wait
to see where their journey takes them." ~Author Kiran Oliver of Daybreak Rising
 
"This is a very diverse book that includes many characters of color. I think readers of all races will appreciate
the ethnic diversity this story offers. Readers will also appreciate the character development between Tetra
and Sterling. Their relationship is complicated because their power is connected to their feelings for each
other. But it is more than just a plain romance. This is about trust and belief." ~5 Star review from Reader's
Favorite

"In The Mark of Noba by G L Tomas we are presented a story that is part fantasy myth, part high school
drama and all adventure from beginning the end."  ~"Judge, 3rd Annual Writer's Digest Self-Published
eBook Awards."
 
"Sterling is a likeable high school boy; Tetra is a true gem, and the story really came to life with her
viewpoint!" ~5 Star Review

"The world-building in this book is among the best I've ever seen. It's a very well-written book I would
highly recommend." ~ 5 Star Review
 
"All the characters in this book are some of the best written characters in YA." ~ 5 Star Review
 



"There are lots of elements I care about in a book to give me the final impression and this one mastered them
all. When I finished the story, I was truly amazed." ~ 5 Star Review
 
"Storywise, this is the kind of fantasy adventure story that doesn't waste time on backstory, but just pulls you
along for the ride." ~ 5 Star Review
 
"There are a lot of great moments and details in this book and I highly recommend to any avid/ YA fiction
reader, strong/independent/smart/athletic female protagonists, diverse and relatable book seeker out there." ~
5 Star Review
 
"Oh man, it's one of the best books I've read this year! SO GOOD. Can't wait for more." ~ 5 Star Review
 
"A breathtaking YA adventure!" ~ 5 Star Review

From the Author
The Mark of Noba(Book One)
The City of Fallen Stars(Book Two-Coming Soon)
The Noban King(Book Three-Coming Soon)
The End of All Worlds(Book Four-Coming Soon)

From the Back Cover
My mind knew where I needed to be, but my body? It wouldn't listen. My legs followed the magnetic pull,
leading me away from the office into the furthest regions of the school's West Hall.
I should've gone straight there. Submit to my official rebuke before I changed my mind. A force compelled
me in the opposite direction. I wanted to find something.
Needed to.
I turned the corner. Paralysis swept my entire body. Chilling stare, crossed arms, and daunting presence--it
was her. The girl with the three-striped sneakers. We stood there, motionless, eyes locked on each other.
"Sterling Wayfairer, we have things of great importance to discuss."
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A call of souls. Union of power. Transcendent of time.

Sterling Wayfairer has one goal for his senior year: make his mark. But things don't go as planned when he
starts to encounter his mysterious classmate Tetra.
Tetra not only has answers to the recent disappearances, but Sterling will soon find, that making his mark
isn't all it's cracked up to be.

Sterling discovers he shares a spiritual bond with Tetra, and that only their power has the ability to stop the
malevolent evil they face. They must work together or risk the destruction of their world.
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Most helpful customer reviews

3 of 3 people found the following review helpful.
Fantasy meets diversity
By TriciaAnn
Sterling is always in trouble. His parents are furious he's broken curfew - again. Something weird happened
at school, and he was blamed for it. And there are strange lapses in time he can't explain. But things are
going to get worse. Much worse. When Tetra begins popping in and out of his life, Sterling fears he's losing
his mind. She claims to be from another world and says the two of them share a unique bond. If they are
going to defeat their enemy, Sterling is going to have to accept the truth of who he is and learn to control the
power inside him.

I loved this book so much, it's hard to know where to begin with this review. I'll start with Sterling because it
was his unique voice that hooked me from the very beginning. He's such a fun character. He's clever,
engaging, and easy to relate to. In addition to typical teen struggles (trying to fit it, not being as athletic as his
friends, crushing on a hot girl who seems to have him in the friend zone), he's also dealing with a mentally ill
parent. Sterling's point of view is often amusing and always authentic. His character is very well written.



Tetra is harder to relate to. She's from another world, so her tone is more formal. Her way of looking at the
world and relating to others is the opposite of Sterling, so their alternating points of view really work in this
story. As Tetra learns to adjust to the world she's in, she shows the vulnerability hidden behind her strength.

In terms of diversity, this book earns an easy five stars. It's refreshing to read a book where diversity is the
norm and color of skin has nothing to do with race. Sexuality is dealt with in a matter of fact way, and
gender roles are explored through Tetra's introspection.

The world-building in this book is among the best I've ever seen. It's a very well-written book I would highly
recommend. I can't wait to read the next book in the series!

3 of 3 people found the following review helpful.
Even though I’m not personally a big fan of mundane things like that, it was a lot of fun to ...
By Kate Diamond
Featured on All Our Worlds, my diverse SFF blog!

Before the strange girl showed up at his high school, Sterling Wayfairer only had mundane troubles to deal
with: getting his grades up, dealing with his mother’s mental illness, explaining his strict curfew to his
friends.

Now, he now has a glowing hand, gaps in his memory, and a bizarre new roommate who can control water
and read minds. Tetra tells him they’re both from a world called Noba- and that they’re spiritually bonded.
Her mission: to take down a body-stealing monster.

Most of the troubles Tetra and Sterling deal with are typical high school issues: relationships, dating, friends,
prom planning. Even though I’m not personally a big fan of mundane things like that, it was a lot of fun to
see Tetra trying to fit into a culture that’s so different from that of her home planet. It takes her a while to get
things, such as the fact that a “boyfriend” isn’t just a boy you know, and that you shouldn’t talk about sex at
the dinner table.

Gender roles are another thing that confuse Tetra. On Noba, gender doesn’t really matter that much, so
things like girls and boys being separated for gym puzzles her.

The issue of trust was very well done. Tetra can’t just swoop into Sterling’s life and recruit him, she has to
earn his trust first. And manipulating his family into accepting her as an exchange student isn’t the best way
of doing that. Neither is keeping secrets.

There are even more problems on the horizon for the duo. The Naga is getting closer, and Sterling’s visions
of a fiery apocalypse are getting stronger.

The books leaves off on a cliffhanger. I’m really looking forward to the next books in the series, and
especially to seeing Tetra’s world.

2 of 2 people found the following review helpful.
Whoo boy, that ending is killer
By B R Sanders
Notes on Diversity
Given that the authors of The Mark of Noba are so deeply involved in the #WeNeedDiverseBooks
movement, I set my expectations high in terms of diversity. I am happy to say they delivered!



The book starts with Sterling Wayfairer, who is a blond, blue-eyed cishet straight dude, but he is basically
the only one of his kind in the book. And unlike in The Windup Girl , where this viewpoint dominates the
narrative and makes the diversity surrounding the central White dude ornamental, Sterling Wayfairer is not
put in a position of power or privilege in his world due to his Whiteness/cis-ness/het-ness. Virtually all of his
friends are teens of color, and their presence is not especially noteworthy. Like with Niko , G L Tomas
pushes back against White supremacy by creating a world where people of color are thoughtlessly
acceptable, desirable, perfect just as they are. Racial tensions where Sterling lives seem not to exists, and this
in itself is a strong pro-diversity statement 1.

AND THEN WE GET TETRA. Tetra is Black, like very dark Black, and she's beautiful and strong and
smart and flawed (so flawed) but so redeemable. AND she is offhandedly queer, which made my heart
flutter. (You can already tell I have a massive thing for Tetra, huh?). Tetra is a great character, and she is an
especially great Black woman character. That she is so dark-skinned and consistently seen as desirable is
another example of G L Thomas going the extra distance here in terms of visibility and diversity in their
work.

But wait! There's more! With Sterling's mother we get a character grappling with mental disability, and with
Sterling himself we see how that affects the people she loves. Laurel, Sterling's mother, was written with
such nuance. As both the child of a parent with severe mental health issues and as a parent who struggles
with mental health themself, the delicate and fraught relationship between Sterling and Laurel really got to
me. That kind of relationship is very easy to write badly in fiction, and I've seen it written badly more than
I've seen it written well--but G L Tomas got it right. They captured the layers of dependence and
complication that the mental illness of a parent causes--the way it turns a child into a caretaker, and the way
that muddies the relationship between the child and the parent.

Sterling Wayfairer is just trying to make the most of his senior year, but all he actually seems to do is get in
trouble. And then things start to get weird: there's a girl at school in all his classes that only he seems to
remember. He starts losing time. And then this girl, Tetra, moves into his house, convincing his parents that
she's a 'foreign exchange student.' She says they know each other. She says they are bonded. She says their
from some other world? And things get even weirder after that.

From Tetra's perspective, she's stumbled into a foreign world to get her bonded Traveler up to speed, but he
remembers nothing. Literally nothing. And there's a monster loose, trying to find them to eat their souls. She
has to protect this entire world, get Sterling up to speed, and protect him from the monster literally all by
herself. While blending into at a local high school.

The book bounces back and forth between Sterling and Tetra's perspectives, giving us insight between how
each of them is dealing with this enormously complicated situation. What's lovely about the back and forth is
that both Sterling and Tetra have clearly defined and very, very different voices. Sterling is so young, and
untempered, and so casual. Tetra, by comparison, is much more formal, and more wary, and starts of more
focused on the task at hand. But, over the course of the book, she loosens up and relaxes into Sterling's
space, his circle of friends, his family. Both of these characters grow a lot of the course of the book--Sterling
matures, and Tetra seems to get younger and looser and warmer. I think we don't see Tetra's sort of reverse-
arc enough, especially in YA books. It's especially meaningful to me because I feel like I've gone on a
similar emotional journey as Tetra.

All the hallmarks of a YA high school book are here--midterms, prom prep, party hookup--but with the
threat of a sci fi monster in the background. If there's one thing I would have changed about the book, it
would have been a better balance between the high school foregrounding and the monster quest background



arc. The hunt for the mysterious Naga hunting Sterling and Tetra slips in and out of the foreground to the
extent that by the time the requisite showdown happens the stakes don't quite feel high enough. It's
foreshadowed well at the beginning, but there's a lull in the middle of the book where the Naga seems to go
into hibernation while Sterling and Tetra hang out and do high school things (which is great fun and
excellent for their character development). Still, a better balance between both sides of the plot would have
added tension all the way through the book and added even more emotional punch to an already gut-
wrenching ending. Whoo boy, that ending is killer.

Even with the uneveness in the pacing and tension, this book is well worth the read. I am excited to see what
Tomas does with the second book. The characterization is so strong, and the writing is lovely. The teaser
chapter for the second book had me so intrigued!

Also, and this is a small but important point, the book design is beautiful. Just lovely to behold, from the
cover to the chapter headings.

1For examples along other axes of this, see Malinda Lo's statements of writing fantasy worlds without
homophobia.

See all 56 customer reviews...
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